APUSH Chapter 22 Study Guide:

Short Answer
Identify and give the historical significance of each of the following terms, events, and people in a paragraph or two.

1. “Zoot suit” riots
2. Double-V campaign
3. GI Bill
4. Atomic bomb
5. Executive Order 8802
6. Bracero program
7. Japanese internment
8. “Code talkers”
9. Smith v. Allwright
10. The Fifth Freedom
11. Henry Luce
12. Native Americans and the war
13. Black internationalism

Potential Essay Topics:

Discuss the climate in America prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor. Why was isolationism prevalent?

Explain the relationship between labor and the government during the war. Be sure to discuss strikes, company owners, federal legislation, and minorities in your essay. Did the war help the labor movement? Why, or why not?

Discuss the change in attitudes toward various ethnic groups during World War II, such as African-Americans, Indians, Mexican-Americans, and Asian-Americans. How were they treated? What freedoms were extended or contracted?

Explain how the reports of the National Resources Planning Board reflected the shift, seen in the late 1930s, in liberals’ outlook toward the government and the economy.